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INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS
AIMS AND SCOPE
Laser and Particle Beams is an international journal that covers the generation, and the interaction with matter, of high
intensity laser and particle beams. It also covers the physics
of systems with high energy densities. Specific fields of interest include nuclear fusion, especially inertial confinement,
magnetic confinement, diagnostics, material treatment, laboratory astrophysics, plasmas and spectroscopy at extreme conditions, physical properties of hot dense matter and intense
particle beams and optical ~laser! beams from the microwave
to the X-ray region. The exploration of these fields and their
new physics, including nonlinear and nonclassical phenomena, should find a forum in this journal.
As well as publishing original articles, the journal also publishes occasional review articles, surveys of research at particular laboratories and reviews of recent books.
ORIGINALITY AND COPYRIGHT
To be considered for publication in Laser and Particle Beams
a manuscript cannot have been published previously, nor can
it be under review for publication elsewhere. Papers with multiple authors are reviewed with the assumption that all authors
have approved the submitted manuscript and concur in its
submission to Laser and Particle Beams. A Transfer of Copyright Agreement must be executed before an article can be
published. Government authors whose articles were created
in the course of their employment must so certify in lieu of
copyright transfer. Authors are responsible for obtaining written permission from the copyright owners to reprint any previously published material included in their article.
MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION AND REVIEW
Manuscripts must be written in English. All manuscripts will
be referred to acknowledged experts in the subject. Only those
receiving favorable recommendations from the referees will
be accepted for publication. Manuscripts may be sent to any
Board member, an Associate Editor, or the Editor at:
Dr. George H. Miley, Editor
Laser and Particle Beams
Director, Fusion Studies Laboratory
Nuclear Engineering Building
University of Illinois
103 S. Goodwin Avenue
Urbana, IL 61801
Phone: ~217! 333-3772
Fax: ~217! 333-2906
E-mail: g-miley@uiuc.edu
An original and two copies should be submitted with the
author’s full postal address, phone, fax, and email address,
position and affiliations. Authors are urged to send in their
final manuscripts on disks as well as a hard copy. The manuscript can be submitted on disk in Microsoft Word ~MAC or
IBM! or in any form of TeX. This increases the speed at
which the manuscript can be prepared for publication ~typeset!. Saving your document in any other format will not be
helpful to the typesetter. ~You may email the manuscript and
figures to our office, and if I can download it, I will save it
on disk for you.!
MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION AND STYLE
Paper should be typed in double spacing throughout, including tables, footnotes, references and legends to tables and figures. One side of the paper, only, should be used and there
should be a margin of at least 2.5 cm all around. The position of tables and figures should be clearly indicated, in
sequence, in the text. Tables, footnotes and legends to figures
should be typed separately. Where it is essential for clear
cross-referencing, particularly in mathematically-orientated
material, paragraphs and subparagraphs may be numbered,
and the decimal system should be used, i.e. 1.1.1., 1.1.2., etc.
A short running title of not more than 40 characters ~including
spaces! should be indicated if the full title is longer than this.
The name of the laboratory where the work has been carried
out should be indicated on the title page and the full postal

address for the despatch of proofs and offprints should be
included on a separate page. Minor corrections to the manuscript may be typed or neatly printed in ink; retyping is required for significant changes. Numbers should be spelled
out when they occur at the beginning of a sentence; use Arabic numerals elsewhere.
MANUSCRIPT ELEMENTS AND ORDER
Unless there are obvious and compelling reasons for variation
~e.g. review articles, Symposium Reports!, manuscripts should
be organized as follows:
Title page. This is page 1. The title should be concise, informative, and free of abbreviations, chemical formulae, technical jargon, and esoteric terms. This page should include ~a! the
article’s full title, ~b! names and affiliations of all authors, ~c!
the name, mailing address, and telephone number of the corresponding author, ~d! the address for reprint requests if different from that of the corresponding author, ~e! a short title of
50 characters or less, and ~f ! a list of the number of manuscript
pages, number of tables, and number of figures.
Abstract and keywords page. This is page 2 and should include ~a! the article’s full title, ~b! an abstract of no more than
300 words, and ~c! up to 5 keywords or phrases that reflect the
content and major thrust of the article. The abstract should
give a succinct account of the objective, methods, results, and
significance of the subject matter.
Introduction. This section begins on page 3 and should
clearly state the objective of the research in the context of
previous work bearing directly on the subject. An extensive
review of the literature is not usually appropriate.
Citations in text. Customary abbreviations will be accepted
and the authors are recommended to employ Système Internationale ~SI0metric! units. Special and unusual symbols
should be clearly identified, especially if handwritten. Spell
out acronyms at first use, but use only acronyms thereafter.
All equipment supplies and products stated in the article
should have the manufacturer name and location identified
at first mention.
Tables. Tables should be numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals and each should be typed double-spaced on a
separate sheet. All tables are to be grouped together after
the references. A short explanatory title and column headings should make the table intelligible without reference to
the text. All tables must be cited and their approximate positions indicated in the text.
Figures and legends. Figures should be supplied no larger
than 8 3 100 ~approx. 200 3 250 mm! and must be cameraready. Explanation and keys should, as far as possible, be
placed in the legends. Photographs for halftone reproduction
must be on white glossy paper. Figures should be composed
to occupy a single column ~8.3 cm! or two columns ~17 cm!
after reduction. Diagrams and illustrations must have a professional appearance and be typed or drawn with sharp, black
lettering to permit reduction. To assure legibility, letters, numbers, and symbols on figures should have a minimum height
of 1 mm when reduced. Figures should be separate and not
incorporated into the text copy.
Artwork should normally be in black and white; if authors
have color figures, the publisher will provide a price quotation for the additional production costs. All figures must be
identified on the back with the short title of the paper, figure
number, and figure orientation ~top or bottom!. Preferably,
figures should be mounted on heavy sheets of the same size as
the manuscript. Two complete sets of figures should be carefully packaged in protective envelopes, one to accompany each
copy of the manuscript. Each figure must be cited and its approximate position clearly indicted within the text.
Figures must be numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals and be accompanied by a descriptive caption typed
double-spaced on a separate sheet. The captions, collected at
the end of the manuscript, should concisely describe the figure and identify any symbols and0or calibration bars.
References. Entries should be listed alphabetically by lead
author at the end of the paper. All authors’ names should be

included, followed by the year of publication, the full title of
the journal, volume, issue number, and inclusive page numbers. For books, the full title should be given, followed by the
editors, volume number ~if any!, page numbers, publisher and
place of publication. Citations in the text should read: Brown
and Smith ~1973!, but ~Brown & Smith, 1973!. Where there
are more than two authors the citation should read: Brown
et al. ~1973!. The conventional Brown ~1973a!, Brown ~1973b!
should be used where more than one paper by the author~s!
has appeared in the same year. Brief examples:
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Langdon, C.D., Fray, E. & Glenn, J. ~1993!. Plasma equilibrium in a magnetic field. In Reviews of Plasma Physics,
~Gold, H. and Yen, S., Eds.!, Vol. 2, pp. 45–78. New York:
Elsevier.
Entire Book
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Gravitating Systems. ~Gray, H. and Quinn, S., Eds.! New
York: John Wiley & Sons.
Proceedings
Cliffe, K.A., Kobine, J.J. & Mullin, T. ~1992!. The role of
anomalous modes in the Taylor flow problem. Proc. Roy.
Soc. London A 439, 341–357.
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The alphabetical list of references begins a new page, and
must be typed double-spaced. Each in-text citation must have
a corresponding reference and vice versa. List works by different authors who are cited within the same parentheses in
chronological order, beginning with the earlier work. Journal titles should not be abbreviated. Only published articles
and articles in press should appear in this list. Responsibility for the accuracy of references cited lies with the authors.
Author biographies. Brief author biographies will be printed
at the end of each book review; they should not exceed 100
words for each author.
COPYEDITING AND PAGE PROOFS
The publisher reserves the right to copyedit manuscripts to
conform to the style of Laser and Particle Beams. The corresponding author will receive page proofs for final proofreading. No rewriting of the final accepted manuscript is
permitted at the proof stage, and substantial changes may be
charged to the authors.
OFFPRINTS
The corresponding author will receive 25 free article offprints. A form will accompany the page proofs allowing orders for complete copies of the issue and for the purchase of
additional offprints. Offprint requirements of all coauthors
should be included on this form. Orders received after issue
printing will be subject to a 50% reprint surcharge.

